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Abstract 
A “role set” is the set of classes in a class hierarchy where an object may reside simulta- 
neously. A “migration pattern” is a sequence of role sets that an object can migrate through. 
We define a “migration inventory”, which is a set of migration patterns, as a dynamic integrity 
constraint on object migration. We consider three update languages: SL which has five operators, 
CSL+ which extends SL with positive conditionals, and CSL which allows both positive and 
negative conditionals. Three subclasses of migration patterns of transactions are studied which 
are immediate-start, proper, and lazy patterns. It is shown that the family of all (immediate- 
start, proper, or lazy) migration patterns of every set of SL transactions is a regular set and the 
converse also holds. In particular, testing “satisfiability” of an inventory by a set of transactions 
is decidable. For the extended languages, we give a weaker characterization. The family of all 
(immediate-start, proper, or lazy) migration patterns of every set of CSL (CSL+) transactions 
is recursively enumerable (r.e.). However, every r.e. inventory can be the family of all migra- 
tion patterns of some set of CSL’ (CSL) transactions and be a left quotient of the family of 
immediate-start migration patterns of another set of CSL+ (CSL) transactions by a regular set. 
Although the exact characterizations of immediate-start, proper, lazy migration patterns of CSL+ 
(CSL) transactions are still open, it is proved that every context-free inventory can be the fam- 
ily of proper and immediate-start migration patterns of some CSLf (CSL) transactions. Testing 
satisfiability of an inventory by a set of CSL (CSL+) transactions is unfortunately undecidable. 
1. Introduction 
Database applications are becoming more and more complex. Consequently, tech- 
niques to model, organize and manipulate behavior, and to systematically incorporate 
behavior into databases, are increasingly desired. The growing popularity of object- 
oriented databases (OODBs) is an evidence of this trend. Important work on dynamic 
aspects of databases includes practically-oriented research on behavior modeling and 
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transaction design [9-l 1,24,27,28], encapsulating both structural and behavior data, 
e.g., object-oriented databases including Gemstone [15], Vbase [6], 02 [25,26], IRIS 
[7], etc.; and also includes theoretical studies on transactions as specification languages 
[2,4] and on dynamic integrity constraints [13, 16,32,33]. Previous studies on modeling 
database behavior can be roughly categorized into two approaches. One uses behavioral 
constructs to describe semantic information in a way similar to the use of data con- 
structs in modeling structural data. Examples are the transaction composition operators 
[lo, 111, the inflow schemas of INSYDE [24], and the scripts in TAXIS [27,28]. The 
other specifies database behavior using dynamic integrity constraints. Temporal logic 
is a typical example of this approach [13, 14, 161. In this paper, we study database 
behavior specification from the perspectives of both transactions and dynamic integrity 
constraints and explore the relationships between them. 
In an object-oriented database, objects belong to classes in a hierarchy. An object 
in a class can be viewed as playing the role of that class [31]. Hence it is quite 
natural to allow objects to dynamically change their roles during their presence in a 
database. For example, an object initially in the class PERSON may later be “migrated” 
to classes STUDENT and EMPLOYEE and it then have the roles of all three classes; when 
an interest checking account is changed into a regular checking (without interest), 
the object representing the account stops playing the role of INTEREST-CHECKING and 
starts a new role of REGULAR-CHECKING. Recently, the notion of “object migrations” 
is emerging as an important functionality that should be supported by object-oriented 
database systems [l, 17,19,22,23,29,30]. 
We use a simple semantic data model which includes object identifiers (OIDs), 
classes, inheritance hierarchies, and attributes ranging over printable values. The model 
can be viewed as a proper subset of many semantic models such as IFO, SDM, TAXIS, 
GSM (see [23]), etc. In a class hierarchy, an object can belong to several classes 
simultaneously and objects can migrate between classes. The set of classes in which an 
object lives at a time instant forms a “role set”. A “migration pattern” is a sequence of 
role sets through which an object can pass in its life cycle, and a “migration inventory” 
is a set of such migration patterns (the set is closed under taking prefixes). 
In this paper, we initiate a theoretical investigation on object migration. Specifically, 
we consider migration inventories as dynamic integrity constraints which specify the 
“good” migration patterns. Such constraints are similar to “path expressions” used to 
control concurrent operations [5,12]. We focus on the problems of characterizing ob- 
ject migration patterns under a given set of (parameterized) transactions and testing 
(in)consistency of transactions with respect to a set of specified migration patterns. The 
framework and techniques developed here provide part of the basis for type checking 
of dynamic types on transactions [22], transaction design [9,11,24], and the study of 
methods in OODBs. They lead to a new view of behavior specification and dynamic 
constraints which extends the work in [2,4,32,33]. More recently, the interplay be- 
tween transactions and dynamic constraints has been further explored in the context 
of relational transactions augmented with regular expressions and “dynamic algebraic 
dependencies” [8]. 
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Three transaction languages are considered in the present paper. The simplest lan- 
guage (SL) among them has five operators to support data manipulations: the create 
and delete operators create and delete objects in the database (respectively); the modify 
operator updates the attribute values of objects; generalize removes specified objects from 
a class, but those objects are not completely deleted from the database (it cannot be 
applied to objects in “root” classes); and finally specialize adds a set of specified ob- 
jects into a (nonroot) class. Two extensions CSL +, CSL of SL allow positive, positive 
and negative (respectively) testing conditions before each of the above five kinds of 
operations. Operators and transactions are parameterized, i.e., they may have variables. 
The variables are assigned constants before an operation (or a transaction) can be 
applied. The five operators in SL are natural adaptations of a relational transaction 
language (which consists of insert, delete, and modifv operators) studied by Abiteboul 
and Vianu [3,4]. The major difference between their relational language and the one 
studied here is that the languages here include extensions to incorporate objects and 
allow object-based manipulations. 
We consider migration inventories as a new dynamic integrity constraints, which are 
sets of migration patterns that database objects have to follow. A set of (parameterized) 
transactions “satisfies” a migration inventory if it produces only migration patterns in 
the inventory; it “generates” the inventory if it can produce all patterns in it. A fun- 
damental problem in studying transactions and migration inventories is to characterize 
the migration patterns of a (finite) set of transactions of an update language. 
Given a set of parameterized transactions, we consider four families of migration 
patterns associated with it: the families of all migration patterns as well as “immediate- 
start”, “proper”, and “lazy” migration patterns. Immediate-start patterns focus only on 
patterns in which objects are created at the first step starting from the empty database. 
Properness requires that at each transaction application, the object producing the pattern 
must be properly updated. In other words, proper migration patterns focus only on 
updates that are relevant to the objects in question. Finally, the notion of lazy patterns 
further restricts that the role sets should be different after each update. Lazy migration 
patterns focus on the changes in role sets of the objects. 
The following results are obtained. For the language SL, the families of migration 
patterns generated by a finite set of SL transactions is always a regular language for 
each kind of pattern. As a consequence, it is decidable whether the set of transactions 
obeys and generates a migration inventory given by a regular expression. Conversely, 
for each regular migration inventory there is a set of SL transactions which both satisfies 
and generates it. In addition, the transactions can be effectively constructed. For the 
extended languages, the set of migration patterns of a finite set of CSL (and hence 
CSL+) transactions is r.e. (recursively enumerable) for each kind of pattern. For the 
other direction, for each r.e. migration inventory, we can construct a finite set of CSLf 
(CSL) transactions which satisfies and generates it for the general kind of migration 
patterns. In addition, we show that (1) every r.e. inventory can be a left quotient of 
the family of immediate-start migration patterns of some finite set of CSL+ (CSL) 
transactions; in other words, each pattern can be generated with a padding, (2) Every 
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context-free migration inventory is the family of immediate-start and proper migration 
patterns of some finite set of CSL+ (CSL) transactions (where padding is not allowed). 
The exact characterizations for these kinds of migration inventories of CSL and CSL+ 
transactions are left open. As a consequence of these, it is not decidable whether a set 
of transactions obeys (generates) a migration inventory. Finally, we apply the obtained 
results and techniques to analyzing a behavior modeling construct similar to transaction 
design methodologies of [9,24,28]. The construct imposes a (precedence) relation on 
the transactions so that only sequences of transactions defined by the relation can be 
executed. It is shown that this construct does not yield richer expressiveness in terms 
of migration patterns. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the simple semantic model 
and the language SL. The formal notion of migration patterns is given in Section 3, 
and the characterization of SL transactions is provided. In Section 4, the two extensions 
CSL+ and CSL are formally defined, and the results concerning them are presented. 
The application of the techniques is discussed in Section 5. 
2. The data model and a simple manipulation language 
In this section, we introduce the formal data model and the associated update lan- 
guage, SL, used in the paper. The model is object-based and a proper subset of many 
existing semantic data models such as IF0 [l], SDM [20], GSM [23], etc. The data 
model includes classes and class hierarchies, and attributes which range over atomic 
values. The update language SL extends the transaction language of [4] to incorporate 
objects and their manipulations. There are two major differences between SL and the 
language of [4]: 
1. SL is object-based and allows to manipulate “object identifiers” while [4] used the 
relational model and operations focus on tuple manipulations. For example, the object 
creation operation in SL always creates an object with an identifier, but the insertion 
operation of [4] creates a tuple only when the tuple is not present in the database. 
2. SL has two new operators to support object migration. 
We start with the following definitions, assuming the reader’s familiarity with “graphs”. 
Let G = ( V,E) be a directed graph where V is a (finite) set of vertices and E C V x 
V. A pair of vertices in V is weakly connected if there is an undirected path between 
them. A subgraph G’ = (V’, E’) of G, where V’ C V and E’ E E, is maximal weakly 
connected if
1. each pair of vertices in V’ is weakly connected in G, 
2. for each v E V - V’, v is not weakly connected to any vertex in V’ in G, and 
3. E’=EfI(V’x V’). 
Based on the above notion of a maximal weakly-connected subgraph, we next define 
“specialization-graphs”, which constrain and represent class hierarchies. Intuitively, a 
specialization graph is acyclic and consists of several maximal weakly connected sub- 
graphs, each of which is a rooted acyclic graph. This notion is motivated by the ISA 
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Rules of IF0 schemas [l]. Formally, a directed graph G = (V,E) is a specializution- 
graph if 
1. G is acyclic, and 
2. for each pair of weakly connected vertices u, v E V, there exists a vertex w E V 
which has directed paths from both u and v. 
For simplicity, we assume a universal domain of constants, though the results ob- 
tained here are generalizable to models having more than one domain. Formally, we 
assume the existence of the following pairwise disjoint and countably infinite sets: 
92 = {a, b, c, . . .} of constants; 
V = {P, Q, R, . . .} of class names; 
d = {A, B, C,, . .} of attribute names; 
0 = {01,02,03,. . .} of abstract objects, with a total order <(o such that oi < 0 oj if 
and only if i < j; 
Y = {x, y,z,. . .) of variables. 
Intuitively, a database schema consists of a (finite) set of classes, subclass relation- 
ships, and attributes with range a. Due to inheritance, the set of all attributes defined 
on a class P is the set of all attributes defined on ancestors of P. In this model, multi- 
ple inheritance is allowed. To avoid the conflicts of attributes inherited from different 
ancestors, the attribute sets of classes are required to be pairwise disjoint. 
Definition 2.1. A database schema is a triple D = (C,isa,A) where: 
1. C C %? is a finite set of class names; 
2. isa C: C x C such that (C, isa) is a specialization-graph. The reflexive and tran- 
sitive closure of isa is denoted by isa*; 
3. A : C + powersetfi”(&) is a total mapping such that A(P) nA(Q) = 0 whenever 
P # Q. 
Under Definition 2.1, the set of attributes defined on a class P is the union A*(P) = 
U p iea ae A(Q). Also, the condition2 “A(P) n A(Q) = 8 whenever P # Q” for as- 
signing attributes to classes stated prevents conflicts of attributes through inheritance. 
A database schema thus may consist of k ( 2 1) disjoint directed acyclic graphs each 
of which is weakly-connected and has a single root. 
Let D = (C, isa, A) be a schema. A class P E C is an isa-root if there does not 
exist a class Q E C such that P isa Q. 
Informally, a database instance consists of a finite set o(P) of abstract objects for 
each class P, a value a(o,A) for each object o in class P and attribute A of P, and 
a “next” abstract object o such that no object >o o occurs in any class. The object 
assignment o always maps a subclass to a subset of abstract objects, and maps non- 
weakly-connected classes to disjoint sets of abstract classes. While the former condition 
partially reflects the inheritance hierarchy, the latter forbids an object to be a member 
* The condition is also chosen for technical simplicity since we could have used a less restricted condition: 
A(P) fl,4(Q) = 0 whenever 3R, R isa’ P and R isa* Q. 
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Fig. 1. A database schema D 
of two unrelated classes in the isa hierarchy (e.g. STUDENT and COURSE) which we 
believe is a natural constraint. The object o is used when new object(s) are created in 
the database. In our model, each abstract object in 0 can be “created” into a database 
at most once. 
Definition 2.2. Let D = (C,iea,A) be a database schema. A (database) instance of 
D is a triple d = (o,a,o) where 
1. o : C + powerse@“(O) such that 
(a) o(P) GO(Q) if P isa Q, and 
(b) o(P) fl o(Q) = 0 if P and Q are not weakly connected; 
2. a is a total mapping from UPEc (o(P) x A(P)) to a; 
3. o E 0 such that for each class P in C and each object o’, o’ E o(P) implies 
0’ <o 0. 
The set of all instances of D is denoted by inst(D). 
If o is an abstract object and A an attribute, the value a(o,A) is also denoted as 0.4 
when a is clear from the context. 
Example 2.1. The database schema D in Fig. 1 consists of four classes: PERSON, 
EMPLOYEE, STUDENT, and GRAD-ASSIST. The class hierarchy and attributes for each 
class are explicitly shown there, where rectangles represent classes, the bold lines 
represent isa edges, and non-bold lines represent attributes. In particular, the schema 
D = (C,isa,A) where 
0 c = {PERSON,EMPLOYEE,STUDENT,GR.~D-ASSIST} 








A(EMPLOYEE) = {Salav, Works-In} 
A( STUDENT) = {Major,First-Enroll} 
A(GRAD-ASSIST) = {%-Appoint} 
An instance of the schema D which contains five objects appears in Fig. 2. 
We now introduce the manipulation language SL which consists of five essential 
operators for creating, deleting, modifying, and migrating objects. Before we introduce 
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(a) ~(PERSON)={OI~~,~,O~,O~} 
oCEMPLOYW = {01>03,04) 
~(S~ENT)={OI,OZ,O~} 
o(GRAD-ASSIST)= {o,} 
(b) a is shown by the following tables 
05 0067 Michelle ( 
Fig. 2. An instance d = (0, II, 06) of D. 
SL, we first note that SL is similar to the relational transaction language of Abiteboul 
and Vianu [4], with two major differences: 
1. Our operations manipulate “object identifiers” since SL is object-based, while [4] 
used the relational model and their operations focused on tuple manipulations. For ex- 
ample, the “create” operator in SL always creates an object with a (new) identifier, 
regardless of whether there already exists an object which has exactly the same attribute 
values and belongs to the same set of classes. The “insert” operator in the language 
of [4], however, creates a tuple only when the requested tuple does not already exist 
in the relation. 
2. SL provides two new operators, “specialize” and “generalize”, to support object 
migration. 
On the other hand, SL does not allow the user to directly manipulate or “grasp” 
object identifiers. Objects are manipulated by a process of selecting the relevant objects 
according to their attribute values and then performing update operations (changing 
attribute values, deleting, or migrating objects). The following notion of a “condition” 
is used to select relevant objects. 
An atomic condition is an expression of one of the following forms: 
A = a, A # a, A = x, or A # x, 
where A E zxl is an attribute name, a E %TJ a constant, and x E Y a variable. An 
atomic condition is ground if it does not contain any variable, i.e., it is of form of 
either “A = a” or “A # a”. A condition is a set of atomic conditions. A condition is 
ground if is contains only ground atomic conditions. 
Given a condition r, Att(T) = {A 1 A E & and A appears in I’} is the set of 
attribute names referenced by r. For each attribute A E Att(T), A is dejined in r if 
there exists an atomic condition “A = s” in r where s is either a variable in Y or 
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a constant in 42, Let the set of attributes defined by r, denoted At&(r), be the set 
{A 1 A is defined in r}. 
Suppose that S & &’ is a set of attributes. A tuple over S is a (total) mapping t from 
S to %, i.e., t(A) E %! for each A E S. Let Tuple(S) denote the set of all tuples over 
S. For each tuple t and an attribute A, t(A) is also denoted by “t.4 for A E S. 
Suppose S is a set of attributes and A E 5’. A tuple t over S satisjies a ground atomic 
condition A = a (or A # a), written as t \ A = a (respectively t b A # a), if tA = a 
(respectively tA # a). If r is a ground condition and Art(T) C S, a tuple t over S 
sutisjies r, denoted t k r, if t satisfies all atomic conditions in r. In particular, The 
empty condition 0 is satisfied by every tuple. Furthermore, let 
Sut(r) = UAtqr j c s {t E Tuple(S) ) t t= r). 
A ground condition r is sutisfiuble if Sat(r) is non-empty. Non-satisfiable condi- 
tions are denoted as E. It is straightforward that Sat(r) = 0 if and only if Sat(r) n 
Tuple(Att(r)) = 0. 
Let D = (C, iea, A) be a database schema and d = (o,a,oi) an instance of D. For 
each class P E C and each object o E o(P), the tuple over A*(P) yielded by o in 
d, denoted as & or simply 0 when d can be inferred from the context, is defined by 
&(A) = a(o,A) for each A E A*(P). 
Now let r be a ground condition with Att(T) C_ A*(P). An object o E o(P) satisfies 
r, denoted as o + r, if 0 l= r. Let Sut(T,d,P) = {0 E o(P) 1 o k r}. 
We now discuss operations in SL. “Atomic updates” are defined with respect to 
a database schema. Each atomic update performs a single operation on database in- 
stances. There are five atomic updates in SL which are briefly explained below: the 
operator create creates an object using a new object identifier and assigns attribute 
values specified by a condition; delete eliminates from the database all objects which 
satisfy a specified condition; modify first selects all objects satisfying one condition and 
then change their attribute values according another condition. The last two opera- 
tors generalize and specialize are used to support object migration: generalize cancels the 
membership of the specified class and its descendant classes of all the objects cur- 
rently in the class which satisfy a given condition; specialize adds objects satisfying a 
condition into a specified class, with new attribute values specified by another condi- 
tion. Using the five operators, a “transaction” is then defined as a sequence of these 
operations. 
Definition 2.3. Let D = (C, isa, A) be a database schema. An atomic update (expres- 
sion) on D is an expression of one of the following forms: 
1. create(P, r), where 
(a) P E C is an isa-root, and 
(b) r is a condition such that Att(T) = At&f(r) = A(P); 
2. delete(P, I’), where 
(a) P E C is an isa-root, and 
(b) r is a condition such that Att(T) C A(P); 
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3. modify(P, r, P’ ), where 
(a) P E C, and 
(b) P and P’ are two conditions such that Att(P),Att(P’) CA*(P) and A&.f(P’) 
= Att(P’); 
4. generalize(P, r), where 
(a) P E C is not an isa-root, and 
(b) P is a condition such that Att(r)cA*(P); 
5. specialize(P, Q, r, r’), where 
(a) P and Q are two classes in C such that Q iea P, and 
(b) r and P’ are two conditions such that k(P) CA*(P) and Att,+_(r’) = 
_4tt(r’) = A*(Q) - A*(P). 
An atomic update is ground if P (and P’) are ground. 
Definition 2.4. Let D be a database schema. An (SL) transaction T on D is a sequence 
8. 1,. . . ; tl,, where n 2 0 and for each 1 <i Gn, 8i is an atomic update. Furthermore, a 
transaction 8,;. . . ; tl,, is empty if i = 0 and atomic if i = 1; it is ground if for each 
1 <i <n, tli is ground, and parameterized if it is not ground. A transaction schema is 
a finite set of transactions. 
We next define the semantics of atomic updates and transactions. Clearly, the se- 
mantics of each update is a mapping from inst(D) to inst(D). We first consider ground 
atomic transactions. 
Definition 2.5. Let D = (C, isa, A) be a database schema. The semantics of a ground 
atomic update on a schema D is a mapping from inst(D) to inst(D) defined as follows. 
Let d = (0, a, oi) E inst(D). 
l [create(P, r)](d) = 
d if r = E, 
(0’9 a’, oi+l) otherwise, 
where 3 a’ = P U {((oi,A),a) 1 A E A(P), A = a E r} and 
o’(Q) = 
O(P) U {Oi} if Q = P, 
o<Q> otherwise. 
l I[delete(P, r)](d) = 
1 
d 
if r = E, 
(a’, a’, Oi) otherwise, 
where a’ = a - {((o,A),a) 1 o E Sat(r,d,P),A E d,a E 42} and 
o’(Q) = 
o(Q) - Sat(r,d,P) if Q isa* P, 
o(Q) otherwise. 
0 [modify(P, r, r’)J(d) = 
d if r = E or S = E, 
(07 a’, Oi) otherwise, 
3 A mapping is also viewed as a binary relation. 
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where a’ = a - &id U anew and 
aold = {((o,A),a) 10 E %t(r,d,P),A E Att(r’),U E @!) 
U new = {((o,A),b) 10 E SUt(r,d,P),A = b E r’> 
where a’ = a - {((o,A);a) 1 a E @!,o E Sut(T,d,P),3Q,Q isa* P,A E A(Q)} 
and 
o’(Q) = 
o(Q) - Sut(T,d,P) if Q iaa* P, 
o<Q> otherwise. 
[specialize(P, Q, r, T’)](d) = ;6, u, o,) 
2 2 I 
~h~~i~eor r’ = ’
where a’ = u - aOld U anew, 
a,,ld = {((o,A),u) 1 A E Att(T’),o E Sut(r,d,P) - o(Q),u E a} 
U new = {((d),U) I 0 E (WT,d,P) - o(Q))J = a E r’} 
o’(R) = 
-t 
o(R) U (Sut(T,d,P) -o(Q)) if Q isa* R, 
o(R) otherwise. 
The semantics of the specialize operator is defined such that all objects in class P 
satisfying the condition r will be added to a subclass Q with their new attribute 
values provided by r’. However, if an object satisfying r has already been in Q, it 
will be left “untouched” (rather than have some of its attribute values changed). The 
decision does not affect the technical results. 
The semantics of (ground, parameterized) transactions is now easily defined as fol- 
lows. The semantics of an empty transaction is the identity mapping on inst(D); the 
semantics of a ground transaction T = 81; . . ’ ; tl,, (n 2 1) on D is a mapping on inst(D) 
defined by4 [T] = [TO,] 0.. . o l[&]. 
When variables are present, a transaction maps from “assignments” to mappings on 
database instances. An assignment is a total mapping from V to 42, i.e., from variables 
to constants. Suppose now that xi,. . . , x, are all variables occurring in a transaction T. 
We also denote T by T(xl, . . . , x,). If a is an assignment, T[tx] denotes the transaction 
obtained from T by substituting each occurrence of a variable x with a(x). Therefore, 
T[a] is a ground transaction. Now, the semantics of a transaction T(xl,. . .,x,,) is a 
mapping from assignments to mappings on inst(D) defined by: [T(xl,. . .,x,)](a) = 
[T[cr]n for all assignments CI. 
4 f 0 g(x) = a-(x)). 
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3. Object migration 
In this section, we initiate the theoretical study of “object migration” in object-based 
models. By object migration, we mean to allow objects to change class memberships 
during their life span. Such novel operations are unique for object-oriented databases 
and application examples naturally justifies the need to support object migration. Indeed, 
implementation techniques have been considered for object-oriented database systems 
[17, 19,22,29,30]. 
In a class hierarchy, an object may belong simultaneously to a set of classes, called 
the “role set” of the object; it may also be “migrated” to a different role set later on. 
Under a fixed transaction schema, an object may pass through a sequence of role sets 
during its life span. Such a sequence of role sets is called a “migration pattern” of 
the object. It can be imagined that under a given transaction schema over a database 
schema, only a subset of such migration patterns can possibly occur for objects. We 
call such a subset a family of migration patterns of the transaction schema. We also 
consider three subclasses of migration patterns, “immediate-start”, under which objects 
are created into the database at the very beginning (the empty database), “proper”, 
under which objects have to be properly updated at each step, and “lazy”, under which 
objects have to be properly migrated at each step. 
The main theorem of the section, Theorem 3.2, shows that the family of (immediate- 
start, proper, or lazy) migration patterns of each SL transaction schema is a regular set, 
whose equivalent regular expressions can be effectively constructed; and conversely, any 
regular set of migration patterns can be “generated” by some SL transaction schema 
(as immediate-start, proper, or lazy migration patterns). 
On the other hand, we also use a set of migration patterns as dynamic constraints 
on database updates. In such a case we call the set a “migration inventory”. Under this 
view, the essential issues are determination of “satisfiability” of a migration inventory 
by a transaction schema and finding whether a transaction schema “generates” a given 
migration inventory. Theorem 3.2 implies the decidability of whether an SL transaction 
schema satisfies a migration inventory; whether it generates a migration inventory. 
We formally introduce necessary notions and then present the results. 
We first define the notions of a “role set” and a “migration pattern”. The formal 
definition of a migration inventory is then given and three subclasses of inventories 
are discussed. These notions are illustrated through examples. 
We note that in the language SL, operations on objects in one class do not depend 
on the “content” of other unrelated classes. Moreover, objects cannot migrate to classes 
which are not weakly connected. Consequently, we assume without loss of generality 
that the schema graph (i.e., the class hierarchy) is weakly connected. The assumption 
is similar to focusing on a single relation in [4]. The assumption will be relaxed when 
we consider richer languages in Section 4. 
Informally, a “role set” is a set of classes where an object could possibly reside 
at the same time. Due to inheritance induced by the class hierarchy, each role set is 
closed under isa. 
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Definition 3.1. Let D = (C, isa, A) be a database schema such that (C, iea ) is weakly 
connected. A role set (over D) is a subset w of C satisfying the following condition: 
l for each class P in C, lJ{Q E C 1 P E o and P iea* Q} C o, i.e., P E w implies 
that all ancestors of P are also in o. 
The empty role set is denoted by 0. The set of all role sets over D is denoted by &, 
or simply 52 when D can be inferred from the context. The set of non-empty role sets 
is denoted by G?+ (= a - (0)). 
Example 3.1. Consider the database schema shown in Example 2.1. The possible role 
sets are 8, [G], [s], [El, [SE], and [PI, where [G] denotes the iaa* closure of the set 
{GRAD-ASSIST},..., and [SE] denotes the iaa* closure of {STUDENT, EMPLOYEE}, etc. 
In the instance shown in Fig. 2, the role sets of the objects 01, 04, and 05 are [G], 
[SE], and [P] (respectively). The role set of 06 iS 8. 
Let D be a database schema and d = (o,a,q) an instance of D. An object o E 0 
occurs in d if o E o(P) for some P E C. The role set of an object o in d, denoted by 
Rs(o,d), is defined as: If an object o does not occur in d, Rs(o,d) = 0; otherwise, 
&(o,d) = {P I 0 E o(P)), i.e., the set of all classes o belongs to in d. Obviously, 
Rs(o,d) is a role set in 52. The following easily verified fact states that the two 
operations specialize and generalize are sufficient to migrate objects between role sets. 
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a database schema and 01,02 E Q+. There is a ground 
transaction T consisting of only {specialize, generalize}-operations such that for each 
d E inst(D) and each o E 0, Rs(o, d) = co1 implies Rs(o, [T](d)) = ~2. 
We now consider “object migration patterns”, which are sequences of role sets 
through which objects can pass in their life cycles, in the context of a fixed trans- 
action schema. Migration patterns are viewed as words over the alphabet s2. In this 
paper, we focus on patterns starting from the empty database do = (8,8,01). In general, 
an object’s migration pattern may start with an element in5 0* (before being created), 
be followed by an element in Sz; (while in the database), and end in an element in 
0* again (after being deleted). 
Definition 3.2. Let D be a database schema and R the set of all role sets over D. An 
object migration pattern is a word over the alphabet s2 which is in the set 0*s2;0*. 
In many applications, databases may have to satisfy (static) integrity constraints 
(such as functional dependencies) and database updates to satisfy dynamic constraints 
specified by temporal logic or by a specified set of update operations. In this paper, 
we focus on object migrations and consider dynamic constraints defined by a set of 
permitted migration patterns. In other words, updates on objects are only allowed if 
5 We use regular expressions to denote sets of words or languages. 
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the migration patterns of the objects are within the permissible set. Thus, the set of 
patterns reflects the behaviors of the objects in the databases. 
Let L be a language (set of words) over an alphabet Z. The initial words of L, 
denoted by Z&(L), is the set {x 1 3y E C*,xy E L}. 
Example 3.2. Consider Example 3.1. Suppose that each person will live through ex- 
actly one continuous time period as a student, perhaps receive assistantships from some 
point on, and eventually be employed. This can be expressed as a set Znit(L! ) of mi- 
gration patterns, where 6 f? = @*[P]*[s]*[G]*[E]+[P]*fl*. 
We now formalize the notion of a dynamic constraint defined by permissible migra- 
tion patterns. We call it a “migration inventory”. 
Definition 3.3. Let Q be the set of all role sets over a weakly-connected database 
schema D. A(n object) migration inventory (over Sz) is a set L! of object migration 
patterns such that Znit(L! ) C 2. 
By Definitions 3.2 and 3.3, a language L! over 52 is a migration inventory if 
Znit(2) G 52 2 0*QS_0*. 
In concurrent programming, operations on shared resources have to be synchronized 
to ensure correctness. One mechanism to control concurrent operations is based on 
“path expressions” [12]. Intuitively, path expressions are regular expressions (over the 
set of operations) specifying the order in which operations are executed without causing 
inconsistency of resources. The next example illustrates that the path expressions can 
be modeled by inventories at the conceptual level. 
Example 3.3. Let B be an abstract data type with four operations p,q,r, and s. A 
path expression is a regular expression q over the alphabet { p,q, r,s}. A requested 
operation is executed if the sequence of executed operations followed by this operation 
is a prefix of a word in the language defined by n. Representing four operations by 
four subclasses of the root class R (Fig. 3), each path expression can be converted into 
a migration inventory. For example, suppose (p(q U r)s)* is a path expression of the 
four operations. Then, the inventory L! = Znit(@*(o,(w, U or )w, )*0*) specifies the 
restriction that each transaction which simulates one operation has to satisfy the path 
expression, where w, = {x, R} is a role set for each x E {p,q, r,s}. 
We now define migration patterns produced by transaction schemas. Informally, a 
migration pattern is generated by a transaction schema if there exists a sequences of 
transaction applications on the empty database (0,0,01) and an object o such that 
the migration pattern is the same sequence of role sets that the object o has passed 
through. To further examining the changes of role sets, we consider three kinds of 
migration patterns: “immediate start”, “proper” and “lazy”. Intuitively, immediate-start 
6a+ = aa*. 
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Fig. 3. A class hierarchy for four operations. 
patterns focus on objects which are created on the first update on the empty database 
(i.e., the first role set is not empty). Since objects not changed by an application of a 
transaction will certainly stay in the set role set, it is useful to focus on only sequences 
of transaction applications that change objects of interest on each update. The proper 
migration patterns focus exactly on that. As a more refined notion, we could also focus 
on transaction applications that the change the role sets on each update. This notion is 
captured by lazy migration patterns. 
Definition 3.4. Let D be a weakly-connected database schema, Sz the set of role sets 
over D, and 2 a transaction schema on D. An object migration pattern of 2 is a 
word 01 . . ’ u), in 0*Qr0* satisfying: 
(1) na0, and 
(2) 30 E Lo, T,,. . .) T, E 2, and assignments ~1,. . . , a, such that Rs(o,di) = oi 
1 <idn, where do = (0,0,01) and di = [Ti[ai]j(di_i) for 1 <i<n. Furthermore, 
migration pattern 01 . . . co, is 
l immediate start if WI # 0; 
l proper if for each 1 <i<n, Co-1 # Wi Or &_, # &,; 
l lazy if for each l<i<n, Co-1 # Oi. 
for 
the 
Let Y(2) (respectively Z’i-(Z), Z&2 ), Yt,,(%)) denote the family of (re- 
spectively, immediate-start, proper, lazy) object migration patterns of 2. 
We can also focus on role (class) changes of objects by removing repeated role 
sets from migration patterns. Formally, we define a function f TT (‘r’emove ‘r’epeats) 
mapping from s2’ to 52’ recursively as: 7 
1 
ffl(a) = a if either a E Q or a = 1, 
f,,(waa) = frr(wa) if a E Q,W E 52*, 
f=(Fab) = frr(Za)b ifa,bEQ,EEQ*,a#b. 
If L is a set of migration patterns, we define L” = f,(L). The following can be easily 
verified for each transaction schema 2 (92(Z) denotes (_YX,(2 ))“‘): 
l. ~lz@) G zr~0(~) G yirnrn(2 1 C 2(z )T 
2. 9;,(2) = _Yr&,(2), and 
3. Y&(Z) = 9lazyP 1. 
’ I denotes the empty word 
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A migration inventory 2 can then be defined as a dynamic integrity constraint on 
database updates which restricts the migration patterns of transactions schemas to be 
contained or equal to 2. 
Definition 3.5. Let D be a database schema, 2 a transaction schema, and 2 a mi- 
gration inventory over D. The transaction schema 2 satisjes !2 (with respect to 
immediate-start, proper, lazy patterns) if li > 2’(Z) (9i-(2), Z,,(Z), Z&2)). 
2 generates !i? (with respect to immediate-start, proper, lazy patterns) if 2 G 2(Z) 
(JZimm(Z ), 9,,(Z), 91,(Z)). Finally, 2 characterizes B if 2 satisfies and gener- 
ates 2 (with respect to immediate-start, proper, lazy patterns). 
We present examples in the following concerning migration inventories and transac- 
tion schemas. 
Example 3.4. Consider the database schema shown in Fig. 1. We assume that each 
person is uniquely identified by his/her Social Security Number (SSN). The transaction 
schema 2 consists of the following four transactions: 
T, (n, s, t, m) = create(SSN=s, Name=n); 
specialize(PERSON, STUDENT, {SSN=s}, {Major=m, First-Enroll=t}). 
T~(s, p, x, d) = specialize(STUDENT, GRAD-ASSIST, { SSN=s}, 
{%-Appoint=& Salaxy=x, Works-h=d}). 
TV = generalize(EMPLOYEE, { SSN=s}). 
TV = delete(PERSON, {SSN=s}). 
Intuitively, TI enrolls a student; TZ assigns an assistantship to the student identified 
by the provided social security number; T3 cancels the graduate assistantship of the 
specified student; and finally T4 deletes a student (who leaves or has graduated) from 
the database. 
Suppose that these are the only transactions. It is easily seen that each object will 
be initially created as a student, may get several assistantships from time to time, 
and will finally be deleted. Hence, the families of migration patterns of 2 are: 
J?(z) = znit(fJ*([S]+[G]*)*@*), yi-(%) = znit(([S]+[G]*)*fl*), ZPro(il) = (hJQ)). 
~~it((I~llGl*)*@, and Y,,(Z) = (&@)~h?([S]([G][S])*$h[G])~8). 
The following example shows that for a regular expression on role sets, it is possible 
to design a transaction schema whose migration patterns are prefixes of the words in 
the regular language. 
Example 3.5. The Ph.D. program in a department has screening and qualifying ex- 
aminations, which divide students into three sequential phases: unscreened, screened, 
and candidate (see Fig. 4(a)). Suppose the schema includes a class for each phase as 
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(a) The Life Cycle of A Ph.D. Student 
(b) The Database Schema 
Fig. 4. An example of object life cycle. 
shown in Fig. 4(b) and the attribute ID defined on the class G-STUDENT uniquely identi- 
fies each student. A transaction schema 2 can be subsequently designed to preserve the 
sequential order. In particular, 2 consists of the following parameterized transactions 
to migrate objects in the class G-STUDENT. 
Tl(Sid) = create(G, {ID=&}); specialize(G, U, {ID=sid}). 
Tz(Sid) = generalize(U, G {ID=Sid}); specialize(G, S, {ID=&}). 
T3(Sid) = generalize(S, G, {ID=sid}); specialize(G, C, {ID=sid}). 
Here class names are abbreviated. It is easy to verify that -YPrO = (~U@)~Tni@Jsct?J). 
In Example 3.3 a path expression can be transformed to a migration inventory. The 
following example illustrates that transactions can be designed to satisfy automatically 
the migration inventory (path expression). (Conversely, it will be shown in the section 
that given a set of concurrent processes or transactions, it is also possible to figure out 
the corresponding path expression.) 
Example 3.6. A database schema containing three classes P, Q,R and two attributes 
A, B is shown in Fig. 5. Consider the regular expression P(QQP)*, where P(Q) repre- 
sents the role set {P,R} ({Q,R}). Let 2 = Zn@*P(QQP)*B*) be the corresponding 
migration inventory. 
We now design a transaction schema 2 to generate the inventory 2. Specifically, 
2 consists of one transaction T(x) = TO(X); Ti(x); T2; T3; T&), where 
TO(X) = modify(Q, {A=c, B=x}, {A=d}); delete(R, {A=d}). 
T](x) = generalize(Q, {A=c,B#x}); modify(R, {A=c}, {A=a’}); speciahe(R, P, {A=u’}, 0). 
T2 = modify(Q, {A=b}, {A=c}). 
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Fig. 5. A database schema. 
T3 = generabze(P, {A=a}); speciahe(R, Q, {A=a}, 0); modify(Q, {~!=a}, {A=b}). 
Tb(x) = create(R, {A=a,B=x}); specialize(R,P, {A=u}, 8); modify(P, {A=a’}, {A=u}). 
Here a, a’, b,c, d are constants in %2, which are used to “control” object migration. 
Intuitively, T, creates an object in the class P. T3 then migrates object(s) in the class 
P to Q and T, lets object(s) stay in Q. TI finally migrates those objects whose attribute 
B values are not equal to x to P to enter another migration cycle. For those objects 
having x as the value of attribute B, TO simply deletes them from the database. The 
parameter x is used to “randomly” determine whether objects will continue to migrate or 
to be deleted. Hence, Y(2) = 2 and, in addition, .Yi-(%) = 2+.@*, and .Z&) = 
(hJ8).2+, where f?+ = Init(P(QQP)*0*). 
As another example, consider the regular expression 0*(PQ* U QP*)0*. The trans- 
action schema 2 = {T} will generate the initial language of the regular expression, 
where 
T(X) = delete (R, {B=x}); 
generalize (Q, {A=l}); specialize (R, P, {A=l}, 8); 
generalize(P,{A#l}); speciaiize(R,Q,{A#1},8); 
create (R, {A=x, B=x}); 
speciafize(R,P, {A#l},@); speciabze(R,Q,{A=l},@). 
Intuitively, T creates an object with the attribute values provided by the parameter x. 
Depending on whether x = 1, the object created will follow the migration pattern QP* 
or PQ* (respectively). The attribute B is again used to delete objects “randomly”. 
We now present the main results concerning migration inventories of transaction 
schemas. In particular, the family of (immediate-start, proper, lazy) migration patterns 
of each SL transaction schema is a regular set and a regular expression of the set can 
be also be effectively determined from the transaction schema. As a consequence of 
the main results, it can be decided if a transaction schema 2 satisfies (generates, or 
characterizes) an inventory defined by a regular expression. 
We first state the main theorem and a corollary and then discuss the proof of the 
theorem in the remainder of the section. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let D be a database schema and Q the set of role sets over D. 
1. For each transaction schema 2, 9(Z), Tim(%), J?~&), and Ylq(2) are 
all regular sets, whose regular expressions can be eflectively constructed from 2. 
2. If the isa-root of D has at least three attributes, then for every regular expression 
ye over Q+, there exist two transaction schemas 2 and 2’ such that 
(a) Z(2) = Znit(B*q0*); 
(b) Yimm(Z) = Init(n0*),; 
(c) 9PrO(2) = (&0)~Init(n~0); and 
(d) Y,,&‘) = f,(Init(0*q0*)). 
Note that each set of the non-repeating migration patterns of 2 are also regular 
because the family of regular sets is closed under homomorphism. Since the families 
of migration patterns of SL transaction schemas are languages of regular expressions 
over Q+ and there exist algorithms to determine if one regular set contains another 
[21] or if two regular sets coincide, it immediately follows: 
Corollary 3.3. Let D be a weakly-connected database schema, n a regular expression 
over Sz, and 2 a transaction schema on D. The following are decidable: 
(1) 2 satisjes n (with respect to immediate-start, proper, lazy patterns). 
(2) 2 generates n (with respect to immediate-start, proper, lazy patterns). 
The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.2, which is 
accomplished through several lemmas. We first define the notion of “migration graph” 
and present a lemma showing that each regular set can be characterized by a single 
SL transaction. Part (2) of Theorem 3.2 easily follows from this lemma. 
Definition 3.6. Let D be a weakly-connected database schema and s2+ the set of non- 
empty role sets over D. A migration graph is a vertex-labeled graph G = (V, E, L), 
where 
1. V is a set of vertices including two distinct vertices: a source v, and a sink vt; 
2. E C(V - {vt}) x (V - {us}) IS a set of (directed) edges; and 
3. L is a total mapping from V - {vs,vt} to 52,. 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose D is a weakly-connected database schema with isa-root R, 
where R has three attributes A,B,C. Let n be a regular expression over O+. Then 
there are two SL transactions T and Tt such that 
1. 9((T)) = Init(B*q0*), -Y’i-({T}) = Init(n.0*), Y&(T)) = (kJ@)-Znit(rp(b), 
and 
2. 3’1,,( { Tt}) = f ,(Znit(0*&J* )). 
The proof is to construct such a transaction T. The construction consists of two 
steps. We first build a migration graph G, from the expression q. From G,, T is then 
obtained. 
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Fig. 6. The migration graph for P(QQP)* 
The construction of the migration graph G, of q is very similar to constructing a 
nondeterministic Jinite state automaton for q, except that the vertices are labeled. 
For the reader’s convenience, we present the construction of G,,. Specifically, for 
any regular expression q over sZ+, its migration graph G,, is built inductively as fol- 
lows. 
1. If q = w E 52+, then G,, = ({us,u,ut}, {(~~,u),(u,t+)},L) where L(u) = w. 
2. If 9 = (qi . Q), let the migration graph for r/i (i = 1,2) be G,,, = (Y,,Ei, Li). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Vi n V, = {II,, uI} (otherwise we rename 
the vertices). Then G, = (V,E,L), where V = VI U Vz, L = L1 U L2, and 
E = {(u,n) E EI I 0 # ut)‘J{(u, 0) E Ez I u # us)u{(u, u) I (u,u,) E El,(us,u) E E2). 
3. If q = (~1 U Q), let the migration graph for r/i (i = 1,2) be G, = (Vi,Ei,Li) 
where VI f? V2 = {us,ut}. Let G, = (VI U V2,El U&L1 U L2). 
4. If q = (VT), let G,,, = (Vl,El,Ll). Then, G, = (Vl,E,Ll), where 
E = El U I(us,ut)) U {(u,u) I (u,ut) E EI,(u,,u) E 4). 
Example 3.7. Consider the regular expression P(QQP)* from Example 3.6. The mi- 
gration graph for P(QQZ’)* is shown in Fig. 6. 
Now let G, = (V,E, L) be the migration graph of the regular expression q. Let 
h : (V - {uI}) -+ @ b e a one-to-one and total mapping. For each vertex u E V - {u,}, 
we define an atomic condition y,, : “ A = h(u)“. Intuitively, values of attribute A are 
used to identify vertices in the migration graph. 
We assume that 4! contains the natural numbers N = (0, 1, . . .}. For each vertex 
u E V - {q} which has at least one outgoing edge, define VU = {u ( (u, u) E E} to be 
the set of vertices reachable from u by one edge in E. Let gu be a one-to-one and total 
mapping from VU to the initial segment of N - {0}, i.e., gu : VU -+ { 1,. . , card( VU)} 
where card(S) denotes the cardinality of a set S. For each vertex u E V,,, let T,(u) be 
a condition defined as follows: 
If card( VU) = 1 (i.e., ZJ has only one outgoing edge), then T,(u) = 0; 
Otherwise, card(V,) > 1, (U has ~2 outgoing edges). T,(u) is defined by the 
following two cases: 
- r,(u) = {B=g,(e)) if g,(u) # card(V,), 
- T,(u) = {B#i 1 1 <i<card( VU) - 1) if gU(u) = curd( VU). 
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In view of Proposition 3.1, given two conditions r and r’ such that AU(T) Ic_ A(R) 
and Att(T’) C A(R), we can define a sequence of operations which migrate all objects 
satisfying the condition r from a role set o to another role set w’, and modify the 
attribute values according to r’. We denote this sequence as mig(m, o’, r, r’). 
We first construct a transaction T’ as follows to establish the first two equations of 
item (1) in Lemma 3.4 and then argue that T’ can be modified into T which satisfies 
all three equations about T in item (1) of the lemma. 
T’(X) = create(R, {y”,, B=x, C=O}); T”(x); modify(R, { C=l}, {C=O}) 
where x is a variable and T” is a sequence of the following operations. For each vertex 
u E V - {ut} such that u has at least one outgoing edge, T”(x) includes a sequence 
of operations T,(x) defined as follows: 
T, = modify (R, {yu, C=O}, {B=x, C=2}); 81;. . . ; &$ 
where k = card(V,), letting V,, = {q,...,uk}, for each l<i<k, 
gi = 
1 
midL(u)~L(~i)~ru(vi) U {C=2}, {Yu,7C=l)) if ui # tit3 
delete(R, T,(Ui) U { C=2}) if t+ = ut. 
Intuitively, the attribute A is used to determine which vertex in the migration graph 
G, the current object is with regard to. If there are several outgoing edges at a vertex, 
the attribute B is used to choose some edge based on the value of the parameter x. And 
finally, the attribute C is used to mark the objects already been migrated or updated so 
they will not be migrated again within the same transaction. Note that the last operation 
of T is to clear all marks. 
Claim. Let d be a database instance, o E 0 an object not occurring in d, n> 1, and 
al,. . . ,a, assignments such that o occurs in [T’[al]l(d). Then, there exist vertices 
yo(= us), Ul , . . . , u,, in the graph G, such that for each 1 <i <n, L(ui) = Rs(o, di) and 
(ui-l,ui) is an edge in G,, where do = d and dt = (rT’[ai]j(di_l)for each l<i<n. 
Conversely, if for each 1 pi <n, (Ui-l,ui) is an edge in G, and ug = us, then there 
exist a database d, an object o, and n assignments such that the migration pattern 
of o starting from d is L(q) ’ . . L(u,). 
Proof of the claim. We perform an induction on the number n of applications of the 
transaction T’. 
Basis: n = 1. In this case, o is created by the first operation in T’ and o.A = 
h(u,), o.B = M,(X), o.C = 0 immediately after it is created. Since OA = h(v,) and 
o.C = 0, it will only be updated by the transaction TLS. The first modify operation 
will change the C value to 2. In the case of card( VU,) = 1, o will migrate along 
the only edge out of u,. Otherwise, card( V,,) > 2. Based on x = 1,. . . , (k - 1) or 
x @ {l,...,k - l}, o will migrate along some edge departing from v,. Furthermore, 
each edge originating from v, will be traversed for some value of X. 
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Induction: Suppose the claim holds for n = k and consider now n = k + 1. Let d 
be the database after k applications of T’ and Rs(o,d) = w. Further, assume that u is 
the vertex o currently corresponds to (i.e. oA = h(u)). By the induction hypothesis, 
L(u) = o. From the construction of T’, o.C = 0 (due to the last operation of T’) and 
o will be updated only by T,, and the modify operation of TU will assign to o.B the 
value a,(x). Using an argument similar to the basis case, it is easy to see that o can 
migrate according to G, and each of the edges can possibly be traversed with different 
values of X. 0 
Now the first two equations of item (1) in Lemma 3.4 easily follow from the above 
claim and the fact that the i-th object oi will be created into the database by the 
i-th application of the transaction T’. For proper migration patterns, note that on a 
database d, an application of the transaction T’[a] constructed above may leave some 
objects in d unchanged (having the same attribute values and the same role sets in 
d, [T’[a]l(d)). However, we can refine T’ such that attribute values of objects are 
forced to be changed. For example, the value for the attribute C of each object will 
switch between, say, 0 and 10. Therefore item (1) of Lemma 3.4 holds. For the lazy 
patterns in (2), the only necessary change is the construction of the migration graph. 
Instead of using G,, we need to construct a graph Gi from G, such that for each 
edge (u, v) in Gfi, there is a path u = DO, ui,. . . , v, = v (n 3 1) in G,, the labels (role 
sets) of vi (0 <i < n) are identical and the labels of u and u are distinct. Using the 
same construction for T, Tl can be constructed to satisfy item (2) in the lemma. This 
concludes the proof for Lemma 3.4. 
The proof of Part (1) of Theorem 3.2 involves constructing a migration graph GI 
of the transaction schema 2 such that migration patterns of 2 correspond to walks 
(paths with repeated edges allowed) starting from v, in Gz. In the following, we first 
show that objects in a database behave independently under SL transactions. We then 
present the main steps of constructing Gz. 
Let D = (C, isa, A) be a database schema, d = (o, a, oi) E inst(D), and Z C 0 be 
finite. The restriction of d onto Z, denoted by dll, is an instance dJI = (o’,a’,oi) of 
D, where 
o’(P) = o(P) f7 Z for each P E C, and a’ = {((P,o,A),a) E a 1 o E I}. 
The following lemma (proof omitted) can be easily shown by an induction on the 
length of transactions. 
Lemma 3.5. Zf d E inst(D), T is a ground transaction, and Z c Lo such that every 
object in Z occurs in d, then [Tj(dll) = (I[Tlj(d))(l. 
Lemma 3.5 allows us to focus on individual objects when studying migration pat- 
terns. Since each object behaves independent of the others, it is easy to see that if an 
object o has a migration pattern 8’~ generated by a sequence of transactions Tl, . . . , T,, 
(with assignments 011,. . . , ~1,) where n 2 i, then the sequence of transactions Ti;:+l, . . . , T,, 
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(with Cli+i,... , a,) will generate the migration pattern u for some object 0’. Therefore, 
the following holds, which implies that if P’i-(2) is regular then Z(2) is regular. 
Corollary 3.6. For each transaction schema 2, Z(2) = @*.?Zi-(Z) U 0*. 
We define a function (‘r’emove ‘e’mpty ‘i’nitial) &i : Sz’ --f O* recursively as: 
i 
freiCA) = A 
&i(a%) = fmi(%) if a = 0, W E !2* 
&i(aiG) = aV if a E Sz, a # 0, VE LJ* 
Then the following relationships exist between non-repeating and immediate-start mi- 
gration patterns of an SL transaction schema: 2?i-(2) = frei(2’(Z)) and Y;,,,(Z) 
= f,i(~*‘(2 )). In other words, frr and j”rei commute: 
We now show that Zimm([I), 9r,(2), and _Yt,(2) are regular sets. We present a 
proof that 2’i-(Z) is regular and indicate that the proof can be modified to establish 
P’r,(Z) and 9iazy(2) being regular. 
For each transaction 2, we construct a migration graph Gr = (V, E, I!,) such that 
each immediate-start migration pattern of 2 is the sequence of node labels spelled by 
a walk in GI and vice versa. We call such a graph GI the migration graph of 2 
(with respect to immediate-start migration patterns). 
The set of nodes V in Gz is the union Vx U {us, vt}, where Vz is formed from 
all possible role sets and “separators” corresponding to the database schema D and 
transaction schema 2, and us, tit are two new symbols not in Vz. Intuitively, given 
a (finite) set S of attributes and a (finite) set C of constants, a separator defines a 
partition of the set TupZe(S) (of all tuples over S) using an extension of the notion of 
a “hyperplane” [4]. Moreover, if S is the union of the sets of attributes of classes in a 
role set o, then a separator for S (and some set C of constants) partitions all objects 
having the role set o. When C is the set of constants occurring in 2, we later show 
that objects belonging to the same element in the partition cannot be distinguished by 
any transactions in 2. 
We now proceed with the technical development. 
Suppose S = {Al, . . .,A,} is a set of n attributes and C = {al,. . .,ak} a set of 
constants. We introduce the notion of “hyperplane” to partition TupZe(S). Formally, a 
hyperplane on S with respect to C is a set U1 <i<n(i, where for each l<iQn, {i is 
one of the following conditions 
{Ai=Ul}, . . . , {Ai=ak}, {Ai#aj ) 1 <j<k}. 
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Seemingly, the number of hyperplanes on S with respect to C is (k + 1)“. Let r be 
a hyperplane on S with respect to C. We define AU+(T) = {A 1 Vl < i < k, A#a; E r}. 
When At+(T) has at least two attributes, say A and B, it is conceivable that a trans- 
action might include a condition {A=x,B#x}. Therefore different operations can be 
applied to different objects belonging to the same hyperplane. To overcome this prob- 
lem, we augment each hyperplane with an equivalence relation over At+(T), which 
specifies the equalities among values of these attributes. Thus, the set of equivalence 
relations yields a partition over a hyperplane. 
Technically, let the binary relation Er = {(A,A’) 1 A,A’ E At+(T)}. For each 
relation r C Er, let r* denote the reflexive and transitive closure of r (relative to 
At+(T)). The equivalence relation =r on such binary relations is defined by: ~1 zr r2 
if Y; = rz. In the case where card(dtt+(r)) 2 1, fr yields a partition {[Y,], . . . , [t-l]} 
(82 1). Then the hyperplane r is further partitioned into {(r,[ri]) ) 1 <j</}, where 
e is the number of equivalence classes. In case At+(T) = 0, r is not partitioned 
further. For technical convenience, we denote this as (r, 0). 
A separator n=(S) with respect o S and C is defined as a set Q(S) = {(r, [r]) 1 
r is a hyperplane on S with respect to C, and [r] an equivalence class of relations 
C&-1 u {(r,@) I I-’ is a hyperplane on S and At&(T) = 0). Intuitively, xc(S) is 
obtained from hyperplanes on S by attaching to each hyperplane an equality relation 
on those attributes which are not equated to any ai’s in the hyperplane. Also, XC(S) 
partitions the object space according to the values under a set of attributes S. 
Let CT be the set of all constants occurring in 2. We define Vz = {(w, p) ) o E 
G?+,p E qz(Aw)} where A, = UeEwA*(Q). For constructing the migration graph 
GZ = (Vz U {us, Q}, E,L) of 2, let L((w, p)) = w for each (0, p) E Vz. We shall 
show that the edge set E can be constructed. Intuitively, this is possible because 2 
cannot distinguish objects “corresponding” to the same vertex. In the following, we 
formalize the notion “correspondence” between objects and vertices and then present 
the construction of E. 
Definition 3.7. Let d be a database instance of a schema D and o an object occurring 
in d. The object o matches a vertex (w, (r, [r])) E Vz under d if Rs(o,d) = o, 
a b r, and VA,A’ E Att+(T), (A,A’) E r* whenever OA = od’. 
From the construction, the following lemma (proof omitted) is straightforward and 
hence VT forms a partition of the object space. 
Lemma 3.7. For each database d and each object o in d, o matches exactly one 
vertex in Vz. 
It is obvious that if two objects o,o’ in a database d match a vertex (0, (r, [r])) in 
Vz, then there exists a permutation p on % preserving Cz such that p(oA) = 0’4 for 
every attribute A E Att(o). The condition is denoted as p(o) ~0 o’ (they differ only in 
oid). 
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Let d be a database and o an object occurring in d. If T is a ground transaction, 
then [T](o) denotes ([T~(d]~O)))l~O), whenever the context is clear. 
Lemma 3.8. Let d be a database and o,o’ two objects matching some v E VT. Zf 
CI,CL’ are two assignments such that there exists a permutation p on 92 preserving Cz, 
p(o) ~0 o’ and 01. p = cc’, then for each transaction T E 2, either both [T[cz]Jl(o) 
and I[T[a’]J(o’) match some v’ E Vz or both are empty databases. 
Proof. Observe that for each (ground or parameterized) condition r, o k a(Z) if and 
only if p(o) k a’(r) since Vx’xa . p(x) = d(x). The lemma can be easily verified by 
an induction. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let VI = (wl,(Zl,[r~])) and v2 = (02,(Z2,[4)) be two vertices in Vz. 
It can be decided if there exist a database d consisting of a single object o matching 
~1, an assignment a, and a transaction T E 2 such that [T[cc]J(o) matches ~2. 
Proof. Define A E”, A’ if (A,A’) E ry. Let [Al], . . . , [AI] denote all equivalence classes 
yielded by E”, . Intuitively, A,A’ are in the same class if each object matching v1 
must have the same value for both A, A’. Let ~1,. . . , p1 be I new values not in %. We 
construct an instance d,, = (o,u,oz) (extended to include the values ~1,. . . ,pl in the 
natural fashion), where 
o(P) = (01) for each class P E w1 and o(P) = 0 otherwise, and 
a(oi,A) = 
1 
ai ifA=aiEri andaiEC%, 
pj if Vl d i <k, Afai E Z and A E [Aj]. 
Let T(xl , . . . ,xm) E 2 be a transaction with m variables xi,. . . ,x,. We further assume 
that {vi,... , v,} is another set of m new values which does not intersect with !& U 
{Pl,...,iQ}. 
Claim. The following are equivalent: 
1. There exist a database containing o which matches vi and an assignment a such 
that [T[a](o)n matches ~2. 
2. There exists an assignment a’ : {XI,. . . ,xm} -+ (Cz U {PI,. . . , pr} U {VI,. . . , vm}) 
such that [T[a’](ol)n matches v2. 
By the above claim, there are only finitely many assignments that need be considered. 
The decidability result of the theorem easily follows. We now prove the claim. 
Proof of the Claim. The direction (2) to (1) is trivial. Now consider the other direc- 
tion. Suppose there exist d and 01 satisfying (1). Since both o and 01 match vi, there 
exists a permutation p on u2! U {PI,. . . , p,} such that: p(o) -_B 01. We construct CI’ by 
the following procedure: 
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for i = 1 step 1 to n do : 
if @(Xi) = oA for some A 
then tl’(Xi) = p(E(Xi)) = p(OA) 
else if 3j such that 1 <j <i - 1 and cI(xi) = a(xj) 
then a’(~) = cr’(xj) 
else CC’(Xi) = Vi 
We further define a mapping p’ on @ U {PI,. . . ,p~} U {VI,. . . , v,} as: 
1. p’(a) = p(a) if a = oA for some A, 
2. p’(a(x)) = a’(x) if QA,oA # a(x). In this case a’(x) = vi for some i and we also 
let: 
3. /(Vi> = P(4x)), 
4. p’(a) = p(a) for the rest of a E (@ U {PI,. . .,pf}), and 
5. p’(a) = a for the rest of a E {VI,. . . , v,}. 
It is easy to verify that p’ is one-to-one and p’(o) = p(o) EC: 01. We now show that 
CI ’ p’ = cc’. 
If CL(X) = oA for some attribute A, then ~1. p’(x) = p’(a(x)) = p(a(x)) = a’(x) from 
the definition of c(‘. Otherwise, for every attribute A, cc(x) # oA. By the definition of 
p’, tl . p’(x) = p’(a(x)) = d(x). 
Applying Lemma 3.8, we have [T[a]j(o) and [T[a’]l(o, ) matching the same vertex 
u2. 0 
Lemma 3.9 implies that the set of edges between vertices in Vz of the migration 
graph GZ can be effectively constructed. Now let El = {(u, u) 1 there exist a database 
d, an object o in d matching U, an assignment a and a transaction T E 2, such that 
[T[a]jl(o) matches v}. The edge set E of the migration graph Gz of 2 will include 
El, along with the edges corresponding to: (1) object creations, (2) object deletions. 
Since the constructions for these cases are similar to the case discussed, we briefly 
state how the edges are obtained. 
Edges emanating from u, correspond to objects created by transactions in 2. To 
determine these edges, we consider each vertex u E Vx, whether the database do = 
(0,0,01) can be updated to a database which has an object matching u. By an ap- 
proach similar to the proof of Lemma 3.9, this construction can be shown. Let Es = 
{(u$,u) 1 there exist an assignment GI, and a transaction T in 2 such that some object 
in [T[a]lJ(dg) matches u}. 
For constructing edges into vt, we modify the proof of Lemma 3.9 to check if some 
object matching a vertex u in VT can possibly be deleted. Let Et = {(u, vt) 1 there 
exist a database d, an object o in d matching U, an assignment c1 and a transaction 
T E 2, such that o is not in tT[a]j(o)}. 
Finally, the edge set E = El U Es U Et and the construction of the migration graph 
GZ = (Vz U {II,, ut}, E, L) of 2 with respect to immediate-start migration patterns is 
now completed. 
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Lemma 3.10. Let Gz be the migration graph of 2 with respect o immediate-start 
migration patterns constructed above and 01 E Co. Then the immediate-start migration 
patterns of 01 are ps, where ps is a sequence of vertex labels of a walk in Gz starting 
from v, (viewing L(Q) = 0). 
Proof. The proof is based on an induction on the number n of applications of trans- 
actions in 2. 
Basis: n = 0. It is trivial since the migration pattern for 01 is an empty word. 
Induction: Suppose the lemma holds when there are n applications. Consider the 
situation when there are n + 1 applications. Let d be the database after n applications 
of transactions in 2. Let a be the assignment and T E 2 a transaction such that 
T[a] is the (n + 1)-th application. From Lemma 3.5, it is sufficient to consider dl{,,). 
Suppose 01 matches ZJ E VT and [T[a]JJ(ol) matches u E Vz. By reasoning similar to 
the proof of Lemma 3.9, it is easily seen that there is an edge (u, v) in El. Hence the 
lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 3.11. Let Gz be the the same as in the previous lemma. Suppose v, has 
at least one outgoing edge. Then for each walk v, = vg, . . . ,v,, there exist n as- 
signments al,. . . , cc,, and n transactions Tl, . . . , T,, E 2 such that for each 1 <i <n, 
(IIT [d; ’ . . ; Ti[~illl<(S,0,ol))) I{o,~ matches vi. 
By the above lemmas, it is straightforward that the patterns in si-(‘l) is the set 
of all walks starting from v, in Gz. It is easy to show Zi-(Z) is regular and an 
equivalent regular expression can be obtained from the graph treated as a nondetermin- 
istic finite state automaton. Specifically, we construct from GI a left-linear grammar 
N corresponding to all walks departing from v,. The grammar N has the set of non- 
terminals Vz U {v,}, the set of terminals sZ+, the start symbol us, and the following set 
of productions: 
1. for each edge (u, v) in Gz where u # vt, there is a production: u + L(U) v 
2. for each edge (u,Q) in Gz, there is a production: u + L(U) 
It is easy to verify that the language of N, Z(N), is the set of walks starting from v, 
in Gz. 
Finally, to see that the migration graphs of 2 with respect to proper and lazy 
migration patterns can be constructed, we need only to consider the constructions of 
the edge sets of the graphs. We will modify the procedure for constructing migration 
graphs with respect to immediate-start patterns so that it includes the edge (vi, 212) 
only if L(vi ) # L(Q) (for lazy migration patterns or Zi,(2 )); ui # v2 or in the 
case of vt = ~2, whether some application of some transaction on an object changes 
the actual attribute values (for proper migration patterns or _YprO(2 )). Examining the 
construction above, it is not difficult to see the modifications can be done. Therefore, 
pr&) and 21,(z) are regular and their regular expressions can be effectively 
obtained. 
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4. Extended manipulation languages 
In this section, we introduce two extensions of the language SL and study migra- 
tion inventories of transactions in these extensions. The main addition is conditionals. 
Namely, we extend the atomic operators to include “testing” conditions, which allows 
to “peek” at the current database. The operation is executed if the conditions are satis- 
fied; otherwise, it has no effect. For example, it is now possible to delete objects in a 
class P if there exist objects in class Q. Essentially, the testing conditions allowed for 
operations are conjunctions of positive and negative conditions, defined in Section 2. 
Two extensions are studied: CSL+, which allows only positive conditions, and CSL, 
which allows both positive and negative conditions. 
The focus here is again on the interrelationship between transaction schemas and 
inventory constraints. Our approach is to characterize migration patterns generated by 
CSL and CSL+ transaction schemas. It is shown that the set of migration patterns of 
each CSL or CSLf transaction schema is r.e. On the other hand, every r.e. inventory 
can be characterized by some CSL+ (hence CSL) transaction schema; for immediate- 
start patterns, every r.e. inventory is the left quotient of the family of migration patterns 
of some CSL+ (hence CSL) transaction schema by a regular set. That is, the inventory 
can be generated by padding with a regular set. The exact characterizations of the fami- 
lies of proper or lazy inventories, or immediate-start patterns without padding of CSL+ 
(CSL) transaction schemas remain open. It is shown, however, that all context-free 
inventories can be generated as proper and immediate-start patterns without padding. 
As a consequence of the above results, there are CSL+ (CSL) transaction schemas 
whose sets of migration patterns are non-recursive. This implies that it is not decidable 
if a transaction schema satisfies and/or generates ome given inventory. 
We first define two languages CSL+ and CSL and then present he main results 
on characterizations of migration inventories of transaction schemas in the languages. 
To incorporate testing conditions before updating a database, the notion of “literal” is 
introduced and used to define “conditional atomic update”. 
Let D = (C, isa, A) be a database schema, P E C, and r a condition that AH(T) C 
A*(P). A positive literal on P is an expression ‘P(r)’ and a negative literal on P an 
expression ‘lP(r).’ A literal on P is either a positive literal or a negative literal on 
P. 
Definition 4.1. Let D be a database schema. A conditional atomic update (expression) 
on D is an expression 5: of the form “61,. . ,6, + 0”, where n > 1, 6i is a literal for 
each 1 <i <n, and 8 an atomic update (create, delete, modify, generalize, or specialize) on 
D. The conditional atomic update 5 is positive if Vl <i Gn, 6i is positive, ground if 8 
is ground and Vl Q i < n, dj does not contain any variables. 
Intuitively, a conditional update is executed if all literals are satisfied by the database. 
The conditional updates defined here are very restricted since variables local to one 
conditional update are disallowed, i.e., all variables are global within a transaction. 
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Definition 4.2. A conditional transaction on a database schema D is a sequence T = 
51;...; 5, where (1) n 2 0; and (2) for each 1 < i B n, & is either a conditional or an 
atomic update on D. 
The conditional transaction T is empty if n = 0; positive if V/16 i Gn, & is a positive 
conditional or an atomic update. T is ground if 'v'l < i <n, ti is ground and parame- 
terized if it is not ground. Let CSL (CSL+) be the set of all (positive) conditional 
transactions. A CSL (or CSL+) transaction schema is a finite set of CSL (respectively 
CSL+) transactions. 
The semantics for conditional transactions is defined in the natural manner. Speak- 
ing informally, the semantics of each ground conditional atomic update is a map- 
ping from database instances to database instances such that if the database “satisfies” 
all literals, then the atomic update is executed (as defined in Section 2); otherwise, 
leave the database unchanged. The semantics of a ground conditional transaction is the 
composition of each update. Parameterized conditional transactions are functions from 
assignments to mappings from instances to instances. 
We now formally define the semantics for conditional transactions. Let D = 
(C,isa,A) be a database schema and d = (o,a,oi) an instance of D. Suppose P E C 
and r is a condition that &t(T) G ,4*(P). We say d satisfies the positive literal P(r), 
denoted d k P(r), if 30 E o(P),0 b r; d satisjes the negative literal lP(r), 
d b -P(r), if Vo E o(P),0 k r. 
Definition 4.3. Let D be a database schema and r = 61,. . . ,6, 4 9 a ground con- 
ditional update. The semantics of 5 is a mapping IT<] : inst(D) + inst(D) defined 
as: 
Vd E inst(D), [5](d) = 
[0](d) if Vl Gi<n, d k &, 
otherwise. 
Definition 4.4. Let T = <I;...; 5, be a ground conditional transaction on a schema 
D. The semantics of T is the mapping [TT] : inst(D) -+ inst(D) defined as [T] = 
mn 0 . . . o [&J. The semantics of a parameterized conditional transaction T’ is a 
mapping ET’] from assignments (V -+ %!) such that if a is an assignment, [T’](a) = 
UT’[alll. 
In the languages CSL+ and CSL, isolated classes in a schema can be “connected” 
by testing literals. For example, if P, Q are two classes not weakly connected, the 
conditional update “P(T) + madify(Q,r’,r”)” modifies the objects in class Q only if 
there is an object in class P satisfying r. Clearly, the testing literals add expressive 
power to the language SL. Moreover, such “communication” between classes does not 
allow us to concentrate only on weakly-connected schemas in studying transactions. 
The assumption of weak connectivity of schemas used in the previous section is no 
longer made in this section. 
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The property similar to Lemma 3.5 that behaviors of individual objects are indepen- 
dent under SL transactions does not hold for conditional transactions. This is easily 
shown by the following update on the class R, assumed to be an isa-root of a schema: 
-R({B = y}) -+ create(R, {A = X, B = y}). 
It creates an object if no objects in R have the value y for the attribute B. (This, for 
instance, can be used to enforce the functional dependency A --f B upon an update and 
without changing the existing database.) 
Our focus here is to extend the study of migration inventories to conditional trans- 
actions. Since objects cannot migrate between non-weakly-connected classes, our in- 
vestigation focuses on inventories with respect o some weakly-connected component. 
We now extend the relevant definitions presented in Section 4 to the current con- 
text. 
Definition 4.5. Suppose D = (C, iea, A) is a database schema. A subset o C C is a 
role set on D if U{Q 1 P E w, P isa* Q} C o and classes in w are pairwise weakly 
connected. If G is a maximal weakly-connected component of D and contains all 
classes in o, w is also called a role set on G. The set of all nonempty role sets on G 
is denoted by SZG. 
Since operations in CSL and CSL+ are executed only when testing literals are satis- 
fied, it is possible that some transaction applications do not change the database at all. 
In terms of migration patterns, it means that a role set can simply repeat because some 
“null” transaction(s) can always be applied (e.g., a transaction consists of only con- 
ditional atomic updates whose testing literals are not satisfiable). To distinguish these 
situations from the real impact of conditional transactions on migration inventories, we 
modify the definition of “a migration pattern of a transaction schema,” by requiring 
that each transaction application must change the database. 
Definition 4.6. Let D be a schema, Sz the set of all role sets on D, and 2 a transaction 
schema. A migration pattern of Z is an element 01 . . . w,, in B*.sZS_+0* such that (1) 
n 20; and (2) 30 E Lo, TI,. . . , T, E 2, and assignments al,. . . , or, such that do = 
(0,0,01) and Vl <idn, di = I[Ti[ai]J(di-I), di # di-1, and &(O,di) = wis The 
family of migration patterns of 2, 9(Z), is the set of all migration patterns of 2. 
Note that the above definition is different from proper migration patterns defined in 
Section 3. Here, the consecutive databases must be different, while proper migration 
patterns require the object (generating the pattern) must be changed by each update. 
The families of immediate-start, proper, and lazy migration patterns of 2 are defined 
in the analogous way. 
Definition 4.7. Let D be a database schema and G a maximal weakly-connected com- 
ponent of D. For each transaction schema 2, let 9(2,6) denote Z(2) n fJ*.L?&.0*. 
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Since the sets of objects for two non-weakly-connected classes are disjoint and ob- 
jects cannot migrate between non-weakly-connected classes, the following fact states 
that migration patterns do not cross weakly-connected components. 
Lemma 4.1. For each database schema D and transaction schema 2 on D, if GI, . . . , 
G,, are all maximal weakly-connected components of D, then .9(Z) = UGi <,, 
g(2) 6 ). 
The main results concerning families of migration patterns of CSL+ (CSL) are now 
presented. Theorem 4.2 states that the family of migration patterns of each CSL (or 
CSL+) transaction schema is r.e. Theorem 4.3 shows that each r.e. inventory can be 
generated by some CSLf (or CSL) transaction schema. Using a similar proof, each r.e. 
inventory, when padded with some regular language, can be generated by some CSLf 
(CSL) transaction as its family of immediate-start migration patterns (Theorem 4.4). 
Finally we consider proper and lazy inventories where padding is not allowed. Theo- 
rem 4.8 shows that each context-free inventory can be captured by some CSL+ (CSL) 
transaction schema as its family of proper (lazy) migration patterns. 
Theorem 4.2. For each CSLf (CSL) transaction schema 2, Z(2), Zimm(2), 
_fZPr,,(2), and .9~,,(2) are all r.e. sets. 
Proof. We consider only 9(S), the other cases remaining similar. We need to show 
that for each transaction schema 2, there is a Turing machine M such that the family 
of migration patterns of 2 is the language accepted by M. Notice that the set inst(D) 
is r.e. Since the number of variables in 2 is finite, for each d E inst(D) there are 
only finitely many assignments which are not isomorphic (or generically equivalent) 
to each other. It is not difficult to see that a Turing machine M can be constructed to 
accept the migration inventory of 5. Cl 
We now show that the converse is also true, that is, each r.e. inventory can be 
captured by some CSL+ (CSL) transaction schema. 
Theorem 4.3. Let D be a database schema containing at least two weakly-connected 
components G and S, where S has at least four attributes. Then for every r.e. in- 
ventory L C_ s2T;, there is a CSL (CSL+) transaction schema Z such that 2’(2, G) = 
0* .Init(L.0* ). 
The proof is to construct a set of transactions which simulate a Turing machine that 
accepts L. Objects in the class S are used to store the encoding of a configuration of 
the computation of M. The transactions first generate an input word, and then simulate 
the moves of M. If the word is accepted, an object is created into G and migrated 
according to the word. The detail proof is provided in the appendix. 
Definition 4.8. Let Z be an alphabet and X, Y two languages over C. The left quotient 
of Y by X, denoted by X-‘Y, is the language {z 1 3x E X,xz E Y}. 
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Theorem 4.4. Let D be a database schema with at least two weakly-connected com- 
ponents G,S, where G has at least two classes and S has at least four attributes. 
Then for every r.e. inventory L C Q$, there exist a CSL+ (CSL) transaction schema 
2 and two distinct nonempty role sets w1,02 E & such that (o;cII~)-~.=~~,,,,(~,G) = 
Znit(L.(d*). 
Proof. The proof is to construct 2 similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
The only difference is that an object is created by the transaction znit into the com- 
ponent G and has the role set 01. If computation halts, the object is migrated to w2 
first and then follows the pattern specified by the accepted word. Hence, the migration 
inventory of Z is padded with o;o,. 0 
Corollary 4.5. Let D be the database schema as in the above theorem. For every 
r.e. inventory L C l22;;, there are CSL (CSL+) transaction schemas X,2’ and two 
nonempty role sets 01,02 E f& such that 
1. _Ynr(2, G) = @Znit(f,(L).0), and 
2. (oio2)-‘9’&,,(2’,G) = Znit(f,(L).cd). 
Since it is undecidable if a Turing machine accepts exactly words from a fixed 
language, e.g., the empty language, the following can be concluded. 
Corollary 4.6. There exists a CSL+ (CSL) transaction schema such that the family 
of its migration patterns is not recursive. 
The above results imply that it is undecidable to check consistency of CSL+ (CSL) 
transactions schemas with respect to inventories as dynamic constraints. 
Corollary 4.7. There exists a r.e. inventory L such that the following are undecidable: 
1. A CSL+ (CSL) transaction schema satisfies L. 
2. A CSL+ (CSL) transaction schema generates L. 
Finally, we consider proper and lazy migration patterns. Note that in the case of 
immediate-start patterns, padding with some regular patterns is used while simulating 
Turing machines. Thus each word in the r.e. inventory can be produced (with padding). 
However, for proper and lazy patterns, padding is not permitted. In the remainder of 
the section, we provide a partial answer to the characterization of these inventories 
and immediate-start inventories without padding. We show that each context-free in- 
ventory can be captured by some CSL+ transaction schema without padding. The exact 
characterizations of expressive power remain open. 
We first present an example and then generalize the argument to arbitrary context- 
free inventories. 
Example 4.1. Let L = {a’bi 1 i,jaO,i = j} be a language. Then both L and Znit(L) 
are context free [21]. Suppose the database schema has four classes R, P,, Pb,S where 
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P, isa R, Pb iea R, and S has two attributes A, B. A, B are used to hold a chain serving 
as a counter. We now construct a CSL+ transaction schema 2 which generates Z&(L) 
as its immediate-start migration patterns. 2 consists of the following transactions: 
1. The transaction T,,, clears the database and creates an object into P,. 
Tshrt = delete(R, 8); delete(s, 0); create(S, (#I$)); create(R, 8); migto(P,). 
2. Texp& expands the chain represented by the attributes A and B: 
Texpand(& y) = P,(0), s<+,yx, -lYIX, -lY) + de1ete(ST (*lY));de’ete(s7(Yl*)); 
create(lr,(QIy));modify(S,(tlx),(~lx)) 
3. TStartb migrates objects from P, to Pb: Tst,,t, = mi@O(Pb). 
4. Finally, Tshid reduces the chain while objects are staying in Pb: 
Tshrink(X, J’> =Pb(0),S(Q,~X,lYlx,lY),S(xlY) + “‘~fY(&(‘#),(#)); 
pb(Q)),s(x,lY(~,lx,~Y),s(X(Y) A modifY(S,(xlY),(~lY)); 
Pb(0),S(X,1Yl~,7X,1Y),S(Q(Y) -+ delet&X(*I4)). 
Note that TshhA deletes an object each time it is executed and changes the database. 
Since the number of objects in S is at most the number of times the object stays in 
P,, it can be verified that Z&(L) is generated. 0 
We now present the result on proper and immediate-start migration inventories. 
Theorem 4.8. Let D be a database schema containing at least two maximal weakly- 
connected components G,S which have at least one and three attributes (respectively). 
Then for each context-free set L C_ Q& there exists a CSLf transaction schema 2 
such that _Y,,,(2, G) = Yi-(2, G) = Znit(L@*). 
Proof. Suppose D = (C, isa, A). Without loss of generality we assume S is a single 
class S E C, A(S)>{AI,A~,AJ}. 
Since L is context free, there is a context-free grammar GL in Greibach normal form 
that _Y(GL) = L [21]. That is, every production rule has the form: N + act, where 
a is a terminal and c1 a string of nonterminals. It is assumed that the terminals and 
nonterminals of GL are all constants in &. 
The transaction schema consists of the following two kinds of transactions. 
1. For every production rule p = No + cN1 . . Nk, we construct a transaction Tp. 
Tp has variables xi (1 <i <k) representing a chain of length k (to be inserted into the 
database). 
TP = S(Q;xl;No) + @Mw(c)); Tin, 
where Tint substitutes the top element NO in the chain by a chain of length k with index 
elements x1 , . . . ,xk and N,, . . . , Nk as the values for attribute A3. Also, Tin, deletes 
elements in the original chain which will cause cycle(s) due to the insertions. The 
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deletions possibly shortens the chain. The “simulation” still works since it generates a 
prefix of L. The above update can be accomplished in a way similar to the construction 
used in the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
2. Suppose N, is the-.s,tart symbol for GL. Then for each production rule p = N, ---f 
ca, there is a transaction Ty to initialize the database: 
TFit = delete(R, 8); delete($ 8); create(& 8); create(S, (4; $; N,)); T,. 
The attribute in G is used to ensure that each application of the transaction will properly 
change the objects in G. For example, each transaction flips the attribute between two 
values. It is then straightforward to verify that the transaction schema 2 generates 
the initial words of L. The construction for 2’ is similar except that the grammar for 
Znit(L) is used instead. 0 
5. Applications 
In this section, we illustrate through two examples how the techniques and results 
obtained above on object migration can be applied to some practical problems. The 
two examples are motivated by the transaction design methodology of the INSYDE 
model [24] and the notion of “scripts” of the TAXIS data model [27,28]. The essential 
ingredient in both frameworks is to introduce an ordering on updates to the databases. 
In the spirit of INSYDE, we define a transaction schema with information flow 
(inflow) to be a graph where nodes are transactions and edges represent orders in 
which transaction applications should satisfy. 
Definition 5.1. If D be a database schema, an inflow schema is a pair 2 inf = (2,E), 
where 2 is a transaction schema on D and E g Z x 2. If 2 C SL (CSL+, CSL), 
Zinf is also called an SL (CSL’, CSL) inflow schema. 
Suppose zinf = (2, E) is an inflow schema on a database schema D. A sequence 
of transactions T,, . . . , T,, is applicable if Vl <i<n - 1, (c, G+l) E E. 
Within this framework, it is interesting to answer questions such as “will a student 
currently majoring in history work in business ofice with salary >35K in the future?’ 
and “will an airplane which belongs to the Traveler’s World Airlines be in the repair 
depot at Green Lake International Airport?’ In some situations such information can 
be used to detect mistakes in the data to be added into a database. 
Example 5.1. Consider a database system used by an office of Immigration Service 
in country X. According to the immigration law, before a person entering the country 
with a type C visa can be allowed to immigrate, she has to go back to her own country 
(defined as the country she was a citizen of just before she entered the country X) 
and stay for at least three years. The transactions designed for this application have 
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to guarantee that no one can directly change his or her status from visa type C to an 
immigrant. 0 
In the formal setting, we present the following definition. 
Definition 5.2. Let D = (C, isa, A) be a database schema and P E C a class. An 
atomic assertion over P is an expression of either forms: ‘A = a’ or ‘A = B’, where 
A,B E A*(P) are attributes defined on P and a E % a constant. An assertion is a 
conjunction of a set of atomic assertions. 
Suppose P is a class in a database schema D, A an attribute defined on P, and 
d = (o,a,oi) E inst(D). For an object o E o(P), o satisjes the atomic assertion 
A = a denoted by o k A = a, if a(o,A) = a; o satisfies A = B o b A = B, if 
a(o,A) = a(o,B); If p is an assertion over P, o E o(P) satisfies p if it satisfies each 
atomic assertion in p. 
The questions discussed above can now be formulated as the “reachability” problem. 
Reachability problem: Let P, Q be two classes in a database schema D, where P, Q 
are weakly connected, and d E inst(D). Further suppose pp, pq are two assertions on 
P,Q (respectively) and Zinf an inflow schema. Is it true that for each object o in 
class P such that o b pp, there is an applicable sequence of transactions such that 
o is in class Q and satis$es the assertion pq after the execution? 
We now show that the reachability problem is decidable for SL inflow schemas but 
undecidable for CSL or CSL’ inflow schemas. 
Theorem 5.1. (1) The reachability problem is decidable for SL inflow schemas. 
(2) The reachability problem is undecidable for CSL or CSL+ inflow schemas. 
Proof. The proof is based on extending the techniques used in proving Theorem 3.2 
(for SL) and Theorem 4.3 (for CSL and CSL+). Let P, Q be two classes in a database 
schema D and pP, pq two assertions over the classes P, Q (respectively). 
(1) To show that the reachability problem is decidable for any SL inflow schema 
Zinf = (Z ,E), we present a construction similar to the construction of the migration 
graph of 2 with a slight modification to incorporate the ordering E on the transactions. 
Specifically, if P, Q are not weakly connected, the two assertions are not reachable from 
each other. Now suppose P, Q are in the same weakly-connected component G of D. 
Let C be the set of all constants occurring in 2, pP, and pq. We construct the set of 
vertices Vz = {(w, p) 1 W E aG,P E ~cWt(w)>} in the same way as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.2, except that the set C is used (instead of CZ ). We can also use the 
algorithm described there to determine edges between vertices and, in addition, the 
name of the transaction contributed to the edge if it exists. Note that for each vertex in 
the graph and each of pp, ps, either all objects matching the vertex satisfy the assertion, 
or none, since the constants in the properties are used in constructing the vertices. It 
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is now straightforward to construct a cross product of this graph and the graph (2, E) 
and check if there is a path between a vertex satisfying pP to a vertex satisfying pq. 
(2) To show that the reachability problem is undecidable for CSLf (CSL) inflow 
schemas, a reduction is performed from the halting problem (of Turing machines) to 
this problem. The reduction is obtained by modifying the construction used in the proof 
of Theorem 4.3. Let M be a Turing machine that the alphabet of M is (or corresponds 
to) the role sets of some weakly-connected component G in D. Suppose further that G 
has at least two different nonempty role sets w1,02. (In the case of G having only one 
nonempty role set, two different attribute values are used and the proof can be modified 
to suit this case.) The inventory L = {or} U { co;02 1 M halts on the empty input } is 
now considered. Obviously L is r.e. Now let the CSLf transaction schema 2 be the 
schema constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Consider the CSLf inflow schema 
Zlnf = (2,2 x Z). Since 01 # 02, there is a class Q E 1~02 - 01 (or 01 - ~2, in 
which case the role sets are switched). Let P be a class in WI and define pp = pq = 0. 
It is straightforward that pq is reachable from pp if and only if M halts on the empty 
input. Cl 
Although an inflow schema allows the specification of a precedence relationship 
between transactions, it is not desirable to require updates on different objects to 
respect the order. In the following, a refined model is considered, which permits 
the specification of relationships on updates on each object. The model is motivated 
by the construct of “script” in TAXIS. Here the focus is still on the reachability 
problem. 
Syntactically, a script schema is the same as an inflow schema: a set of transactions 
with an ordering. The difference lies in their semantics. For inflow schemas, the ordering 
is interpreted globally. For script schemas, however, it is interpreted at the level of 
objects. 
Definition 5.3. Let D be a database schema. A script schema is a pair ZsPt = (2,E), 
where Z is a transaction schema on D and E & Z x 2. If 2 C SL (CSL+, CSL), 
ZSPt is also called an SL (CSL+, CSL) script schema. 
Suppose Z’P’ = (2, E) is a script schema on a database schema D and d E inst(D). 
Let T is a ground transaction. T updates an object o E 0 if either o occurs in d 
or [T](d) but not both, or Rs(o, d) # Rs(o, [T](d)), or some attribute value of o 
in d is changed in [T](d). Now let o E 0 be an abstract object. A sequence of 
transactions T, , . . . , T,, obeys the script schema 2 @ for o (under d) with respect to 
assignments ~(1,. . . , cc, if there is a subsequence 1 d il < . . . < ij <n, such that (1) 
for each 1 d k d 0 - 1 ), ( qk,, &+, ) E E, (2) for each 1 <k <j, the ground transac- 
tion qk [ai,] updates o, and (3) for p E { 1,. . . ,n} - {ik 1 1 <k <j}, o is not updated 
by the ground transaction T,,[a,]. Finally, a sequence of transactions obeys a script 
schema ZsP’ (under d) if for each object o in 0, it obeys the script schema for o 
(under d). 
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By a reasoning similar to the previous theorem, we can show the following results on 
reachability with respect to script schemas. A more refined characterization of scripts 
is shown in [18]. 
Theorem 5.2. (1) The reachability problem is decidable for SL script schemas. 
(2) The reachability problem is undecidable for CSL or CSL+ script schemas. 
6. Conclusions 
We have presented an initial theoretical study on object migration patterns of transac- 
tions in three update languages (SL, CSL+, and CSL). For SL transaction schemas, the 
families of all (immediate-start, proper, or lazy) migration patterns allowed correspond 
naturally to regular sets (of migration patterns). Consequently, satisfiability of a migra- 
tion inventory by a set of transactions is decidable. For CSL+ and CSL transactions, 
on one hand, the families of all (immediate-start, proper, or lazy) migration patterns of 
CSL (CSL+) transaction schemas are r.e. On the other hand, every r.e. inventory can 
only be the family of all migration patterns of some set of CSL+ (CSL) transactions 
and be a left quotient of the family of immediate-start migration patterns of another 
set of CSL+ (CSL) transactions by a regular set; every context-free inventory can 
be the family of proper and immediate-start migration patterns of some CSLf (CSL) 
transactions. Testing satisfiability of an inventory by a set of CSL (CSL+) transactions 
becomes undecidable. However, regarding CSL+ (CSL) transaction schemas, the ex- 
act characterizations of proper or lazy migration patterns, or immediate-start patterns 
without padding are left open, 
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Appendix 
Proof of Theorem 4.3 Suppose D = (C, &,A) and the isa-root of the component 
G is the class R. We may assume without loss of generality that the component S 
contains only one class S with four attributes Ai, 1 <i <4. 
In the following presentation, we assume the terminology for Turing machines (e.g., 
[21]), although the presentation is self-contained for readers familiar with Turing ma- 
chines. 
Because L is r.e., there is a Turing machine M (with a right-infinite tape) which 
accepts L. We assume that M does not erase the input word. (If not, it is easy to 
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oid Al A2 A3 A4 
a] a2 ‘.- uj *.. a, . . . . . . 
D 
current state: p 
(a) A configuration of M (b) the objects in S 
Fig. 7. A “pure” encoding of a configuration of M. 
construct another Turing machine M’ which duplicates the input word and then simu- 
lates M on the right copy.) Without loss of generality, we also assume that M’s input 
alphabet Z = Co,o U { $}, where Zo,o is the set of distinct symbols, each representing a 
role set in s2o, and b is the blank (tape) symbol. We further suppose that the symbols 
in Z are also constants in %, i.e., .Z C Q!. 
The proof is basically to construct a CSL+ transaction schema 2 such that the family 
of migration patterns of 2 is the set of words accepted by M. The construction is 
accomplished by simulating the computation of M (on some input word). If M halts, 
objects are created into the component G and then migrated following the patterns 
specified by the accepted word. 
The class S is used to store an encoded configuration of M. Specifically, the attributes 
of S store the encoding in the following manner: 
1. Al ,A2 of some objects in S form a chain; 
2. A3 of each object holds a tape symbol; and 
3. A4 of the objects represents the position of the head and the current state. 
An example of a “pure” encoding is shown in Fig. 7. In an actual simulation, the 
class S may contain some “unusable” portions of encodings, created during the phase 
of generating an input word. This is due to the fact that in the language CSLf it is 
impossible to test whether a variable has a value which does not appear in the database. 
The transaction schema 2 consists of a collection of transactions performing three 
phases of simulation: (1) to “randomly” generate a word, (2) to simulate the com- 
putation of A4 on the input word, and finally (3) to generate the migration pattern 
according to the word if it is accepted by M. A flag will be used to indicate the 
current phase. The flag is represented by an object in the class S, which has the 
value a,, a,, or a, (in % - C) for attributes Ai (1 < i<4) to indicate the three 
phases. 
Briefly speaking, 2 has the following transactions: 
1. Z&it, which clears the database, initializes the class S and sets the flag for gener- 
ating an input word. 
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2. Texpand, which adds a symbol to the encoding of the input for M if it is in the 
phase of generating a word. Repeatedly applying Texpa,,d will “randomly” generate an 
input word for M. 
3. Tstarta, which sets the flag for simulating the computation of M. 
4. A transaction T8(p,a)=(q,b,move) for each transition 6(p, a) = (q, b, moue), where 
move indicates the movement of the head: R (right), L (left), or S (stay or no move). 
T~(,,)=(q,b,mooe) simulates one step of the computation according to the transition. 
5. TstartJnig, which sets the flag for starting to migrate the object in the component 
G using the word accepted by M. 
6. Tmig, which generates the migration pattern. 
We define the conditions rK = {Ai=arc 1 161’64) for each K = ‘w’, ‘c’, and ‘m’. 
The three phases can then be checked by the testing conditions S(T,), S(T,), S(T, ) 
(respectively). Suppose that b, cl,. . . , c, is an enumeration of C, where ‘dl <i <n, ci 
is a symbol representing a role set on the component G, which is denoted by O(ci). 
Further assume that s (h) is the starting (halting) state for M and -, # two constants 
in 42 but not in C. 
We use a natural syntax to abbreviate conditions and literals over the class S, il- 
lustrated by the following example. The condition r = {Al=a,Al #b,Az=c,A3#d} is 
abbreviated as (a, Tb\cJdl*), w h ere ‘*’ indicates that values in this column (attribute) 
are irrelevant. Then, the literal S(T) is abbreviated as S(a, Tbjc(d(*). The transactions 
in 2 are now presented. 
1. Tinit first deletes everything in the database, and then creates two objects in 
S. One serves as the phase flag initialized to Tw; The other is the first element in the 
chain. 
qnit(X) = delete(R, 8); delete(& 8); create(S, r,); create(S, (+1$1#1-)); 
modify(S,(*I*(~)*),(*l*l~,~~l*)});~~~;mo~f~~~,~*I*I~l*~,~*l*l~~~~I*~~. 
If the value of the parameter x is a non-blank tape symbol in C, then the value is 
stored into the chain by a modify operation, If x holds a value other than nonblank tape 
symbols, the symbol ‘#’ is stored. (Note that at most one of the modify operations will 
have real effect and this occurs only if the value of x is in Co,o.) 
2. Texpand has three variables: x, y, and z, where x is to be matched to the first 
element in the chain, y adds to expand the chain, and z decides the symbol on the 
tape: if z holds a nonblank tape symbol, then it is simply stored, otherwise the symbol 
‘#’ is stored. TeXpand(x, y,z) consists of the following conditional operations: 
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The above syntax is an abbreviation for repeating the same testing literals for ev- 
ery update. Since only the last operation in the above sequence will change the test- 
ing condition, the abbreviation does not change the semantics. The condition TW U 
(~x,~yl*l*)*) ensures that x #a, and y # a,. The condition S(Q,~,~ylx,~yl*l*) is 
satisfied only if x and y do not have the same value, neither has the value ‘q’, and x 
matches the first element in the existing chain. Ideally, y’s value should not be used by 
any existing objects in S. This can be expressed in CSL as: lS(yJ*lr)*),~S(*lyl*l*). 
In CSL+ this is impossible since negative literals are not allowed. However, since the 
main task is to avoid forming cycles in the chain, we use two delete operations to 
delete any objects whose value for either attributes Al, A2 is the value held by y. This 
could result in shortening the chain and leave some unusable portions of the chain. 
The unusable portions will not interfere with the simulation. Also, repeatedly applying 
Texp& will possibly create more than one word in the encoding of the tape. However, 
only the first of these words will be the actual word used as the input for M. The 
symbol ‘#’ is used as the delimiter between words. 
3. Tstart~ simply sets the flag for the simulation phase and inserts the starting state 
and the blank symbol at the beginning of the chain which serves as the left boundary 
for the tape: 
4. Now we construct a transaction T6(pp)=(g,b,move) f r each transition 6(p,a) = 
. . 
(q, b, move) of M. It simulates computation steps under the transition. T~~p,o~=~q,b,move~ 
has six variables xl, x2, x3, ~4, y, and z, where xi’s are matched to three consecutive 
positions (elements) in the chain such that the middle position has the head of M and 
the current state, and the variables y and z will be then matched to the tape symbols 
in the left and right of the head position. If move = ‘R’ (the cases for ‘L’ and ‘S’ are 
similar), then TG(p,a)=(q,b,R)(Xl,x2,X3,X4,Y,Z) = 
S(Tc 1, WI Ix2 IY I - 1, 
S(x2Ix3lalP),S(X3IX4lZ(-_) > 
--) m~fY(x (~3I~4lZl-)> (aIx4lzls>>; 
C S(Tc ), ml lb2 IY I - 1, S(X2lX3lalP),S(X3lX4lZl9) I --t m~fy(~,i,~2I~3lalP),(x2I~3l~l->). 
When a = v, there is also a transaction T& b,)=c4 b move) which simulates the move 
and propagate downward the symbol ‘#’ (so &ords’ bther than the first one will be 
“erased”)’ ‘&, &+b,& = 
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C ~(~c)>~hb2lYlq)~ s(x,l~3c,l#lp>,s(x,ln41#1-) -+ modify(S,(X2In3I#Ip),(x2Ix3l~l->). 
We also need to consider when the head is reading the first square (the symbol b). 
This can be identified by the ‘4’ at the chain start and the construction is similar. 
5. After A4 halts, the transaction Tsmmig will be the only applicable transaction. It 
creates an object in the component G and migrates it to the role set specified by the 
first symbol of the accepted word. (Recall that M is assumed not to erase the input 
word. ) Start mig has four variables: xi ,x2,x3, matching the first three elements in the 
chain, and y matching the symbol in the second tape square (the first has the blank 
symbol). Tstartmig(Xl,X2,X3,~) = 
s(*l*l*lh),s(rc) + modify(S, Tc, r,); 
~(~nd~~(~lJcllldl*)~ 
~(~1]~2~Cl,YI*),~(~2Ix3~*l*) > 
-+ create(R, 0); migto(w(cl )); 
C ~(~ln)>~(ctl~l lVl*)9 ~(xl(x2(C,,Y(*),~(xZI~3(*(*) 4 create(R, 0); migto( W( Cn)); 
~(~In)~X4Xl Ml*), 
~(~ll~2IY[*),~(~2(~3~*(*) > 
--) mo~fy(~,(Ql~ilPII*~,(*l*l*l4 )>; 
where migto(w(ci)) (1 f i G n) is a sequence of (nonconditional) updates which migrate 
all objects in the component G to the role set O(ci), in a way similar to mig (defined 
in the proof of Lemma 3.4). In fact, it generalizes all objects to the isa-root R and 
“invokes” the sequence mig({R}, o(q), 0,0). Again the condition for the create operation 
and the sequence migto(w(q)) is an abbreviation of having the same set of conditions 
for each individual update in them. Since the testing condition literals do not contain 
any literals on classes in the component G, the above abbreviation is possible and the 
semantics is well-defined. 
Note that if the accepted word is empty (length 0), then no object will be created 
into R; if it has length 1, the created object will be deleted when Tmis (described 
below) is executed. 
6. Finally, the transaction Tsg migrates objects in the component G according to 
the accepted word. Tmis has two variables x1,x2 which match the first two elements in 
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the chain. Depending on the attribute A3’s value of the first object in the chain, the 
transaction migrates all objects in the component G to the corresponding role set or 
deletes them if the blank symbol is encountered. After doing this, T,,,ig deletes the first 
object in the chain and attaches the symbol ‘4’ to the second object so it becomes the 
first. 
From the construction, it is easy to verify that the only migration patterns generated 
by Z for objects in the component G are words accepted by the Turing machine M; 
and conversely, for every word accepted by M, there is a sequence of applications of 
transactions in 2 which will produce a migration pattern being the accepted word with 
a prefix (!Jk for some k. Cl 
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